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Abstract. Problem frames are a sound and convenient approach to requirements 
modeling. Nevertheless, they are far less popular than other less rigorous ap-
proaches. One reason is that they employ a notation that is neither very appeal-
ing nor easy to use. The problem frames notation is sufficiently different from 
other development languages –especially UML– to create an “impedance mis-
match”: using problem frames to describe requirements does not help the transi-
tion to the design phase, makes it difficult for programmers to fully comprehend 
requirements, and does not favor traceability. As a consequence, problem 
frames are rarely adopted in software development processes employing UML 
as a design language. UML itself provides a linguistic support for requirements 
modeling, which however suffers from several limitations, especially as far as 
precision and formality are concerned. 

The goal of this paper is to combine problem frames and UML in order to 
both improving the linguistic support for problem frames –while preserving the 
underlying concepts– and to improve the UML development practice by intro-
ducing the problem frames approach, making it seamlessly applicable in the 
context of the familiar UML language. 

1   Introduction 

The Problem Frames approach [1] has the potential to dramatically improve the early 
lifecycle phases of software projects. Problem frames (PFs) drive developers to un-
derstand and describe the problem to be solved, which is crucial for a successful de-
velopment process. 

Nevertheless, PF have some limitations that hinder their application in industrial 
software development processes. In particular, they are not provided with an adequate 
linguistic support. For instance, by looking at the PF represented in Fig. 1 it is not 
immediate to see the association of phenomena with domains, or to see which domain 
controls which phenomena. Moreover, sometimes it is difficult to represent the nature 
of shared phenomena; e.g., when they involve complex data structures that are much 
better modeled via classes. 

PFs are not equipped with a unique and clear way for expressing requirements: the 
modeler has to choose a suitable logic language to predicate about phenomena. 
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Fig. 1. A commanded behavior frame: the sluice gate control 

Moreover, the PF model causes a sort of “impedance mismatch” with respect to the 
languages employed in the subsequent development phases. In particular, considering 
object-oriented developments using UML [4] as a modeling language, it is not imme-
diate to transform PF diagrams and predicates into UML models. Even worse, people 
involved in a UML-based development that are not used to the PF notation can find it 
difficult to understand requirements. It is well known that design and implementation 
are more often successful if developers fully understand the requirements; but a Java 
programmer that works on the basis of a UML design built according to PFs can find 
it difficult to read the requirements.  

Problem frames require a linguistic support that is easy to use, that allows the rele-
vant information to be represented in a natural and readable way, and that allows a 
smooth transition to the subsequent development phases. In particular, here we con-
sider development activities based on the usage of UML. 

For requirements modeling, UML provides the “use case” diagrams [16]. Unfortu-
nately, use cases suffer from several limitations, amply described in the literature 
[17], [18]. The main limitations with use case diagrams are that they are neither for-
mal nor rigorous–requirements being described mainly by the text that illustrates the 
“courses of action”– and they are not intrinsically object-oriented, thus it is not easy 
to move from use cases to the object-oriented models required by the following 
phases of development. UML-based development needs to be supported by a tech-
nique for requirements modeling that overcomes the limitations of use cases.  

We propose to integrate PF and UML: PFs are represented by means of UML, so 
that they can be used (also) in UML-based development. This integration provides 
several benefits: on one hand it equips PFs with a popular and easy to use notation. 
Under this respect our contribution is quite similar to other initiatives aiming at pro-
viding UML-based access to requirements modeling methods (e.g., KAOS [6]). In 
fact, a method can be truly successful only if a large number of professionals are 
sufficiently convinced of its potential to use it in industrial settings. Using UML to 
support requirements engineering with PF may help achieve this end. 

On the other hand, the usage of UML both as the notation underlying PFs and as a 
design language smoothes the transition from the requirement elicitation and model-
ing phase to the design phase –thus facilitating the comprehension of requirements by 
the developers– and it eases the iteration between problem and solution domains. 
Moreover, it makes easier to represent traceability relations, since requirements and 
elements of the solution are represented in a homogeneous way. 
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The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 illustrates how problem frames can be 
defined using UML-based notations. Section 3 tests the ability of the proposed ap-
proach to deal with the representation of a couple of concerns that often occur in re-
quirements. Section 4 briefly accounts for related work, while Section 5 draws some 
conclusions. 

2   Problem Frames with UML 

The most obvious choice for representing requirements in a way that eases UML-
based development is to employ class diagrams (and possibly object diagrams) to 
represent the structure of the system, and statecharts and OCL statements to specify 
the behavior of the system [5]. The recently released UML 2.0 [4] features an im-
proved ability to model the structure of systems. In fact, it introduces “composite 
structures”, that allow the modeler to hierarchically decompose a class into an internal 
structure. The relations among the parts can be specified by means of associations and 
interfaces.  

Unfortunately, OCL [19] is limited with respect to the possibility of specifying 
temporal aspects: only invariant properties can be formalized, which at most include 
references to attribute values before or after method execution. It is not possible to 
reference different time instants in a single OCL formula; namely it is not possible to 
reference the time distance between events. Therefore, several kinds of important 
temporal properties of systems cannot be adequately specified. 

In order to overcome the aforementioned limitations, Object Temporal Logic 
(OTL) was defined as a temporal logic extension to OCL [3]. However, OTL exten-
sions do not require to change the OCL metamodel: they can be considered the mini-
mum enhancements of OCL required to deal with time. 

OTL formulas are evaluated with respect to an implicit current time instant. In fact, 
OTL introduces a new primitive as a method of class Time: method eval receives an  
OclExpression as the parameter (p) and returns the (boolean) value of  p at time t. 
This is denoted as t.eval(p) or, more concisely, as p@t. All other typical temporal 
operators –like Always, Sometimes, Until, etc.– are defined based on method 
eval. In addition, OTL allows the modeler to reason about time in a quantitative 
fashion. Properties can be expressed on (possibly infinite) collections of objects of 
class Time, i.e., on time intervals. 

In the rest of the paper OTL is used to express time-dependent properties. Of 
course, a modeler could express properties and requirements informally, by means of 
comments associated with model elements. This practice –which is in line with the 
way UML is generally used in industry– is often acceptable. Nevertheless, here we 
employ OTL extensively, in order to show that the proposed approach can lead to 
very precise and rigorous specifications.  

2.1   Problem Frames with UML and OTL 

Problem frames are represented by means of UML diagrams and OTL statements 
according to the following rules. 
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Domains (including the machine) are represented by means of components. This 
seems a reasonable choice, since components can include any of the properties that 
characterize domains. In particular it is possible to structure domains into subdo-
mains, while the machine is treated as a sort of “black box component”, whose inter-
nal details are not given. Different kinds of domains can be represented by means of 
different kinds of components: we use UML stereotypes to specialize components 
into causal domains, biddable domains, machines, etc. 

Components hide their internal details from the outer world by means of ports. 
Shared phenomena are represented by means of interfaces, the construct provided by 
UML to explicitly exchange information among components. In particular, phenom-
ena that are shared between domains D1 and D2 require that components representing 
D1 and D2 are suitably connected, i.e., they must be equipped with ports and com-
patible interfaces. Shared phenomena define the interfaces, i.e., they define the opera-
tions belonging to the interfaces. Parameters of phenomena become parameters of the 
operations associated with the interfaces. The details of the domains can be defined in 
terms of classes or sub-components. 

For instance, the required behavior frame (Fig. 2) can be represented by the UML 
model illustrated by Fig. 3. 

Required
behaviour

Control
machine

Controlled
domain

a, b c

a: CM!{C1} b: CD!{C2} c: CD!{C3}  

Fig. 2. The required behavior frame 

 

<<component>>
ControlledDomain<<component::machine>>

ControlMachine

C2

C1
C3

 

Fig. 3. UML representation of the required behavior frame 

Properties are simply expressed as OTL statements involving the proper interface 
operations and component properties (attributes, states, etc.). Properties of the con-
trolled domain represented in Fig. 3 would be described by OTL statements concern-
ing the context of the ControlledDomain. Alternatively, the behavior of the con-
trolled domain can be expressed by means of statecharts. The requirements for the 
system are expressed similarly by OTL statements concerning the context of Con-
trolledDomain: OTL can be used to describe the required behavior of C3. 

2.2   A Commanded Behavior Frame: The Sluice Gate Control 

In order to test the applicability of the proposed approach, in this section we represent 
the sluice gate control problem by means of UML and OTL. 

The problem is defined as follows [1]. A small sluice, with a rising and a falling 
gate, is used in a simple irrigation system. A computer system is needed to raise and 
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lower the sluice gate in response to the commands of an operator. The gate is opened 
and closed by rotating vertical screws. The screws are driven by a small motor, which 
can be controlled by clockwise, anticlockwise, on and off pulses. There are sensors at 
the top and bottom of the gate travel; at the top it is fully open, at the bottom it is fully 
shut. The connection to the computer consists of four pulse lines for motor control, 
two status lines for gate sensors, and a status line for each class of operator command. 
The PF diagram for the sluice gate problem is reported in Fig. 1. 

 

<<component::CausalDomain>>
Gate&Motor

<<component::machine>>
SluiceController

<<component::BiddableDomain>>
Operator

<<interface>>
Command

Raise()
Lower()
Stop()

<<interface>>
Command

Raise()
Lower()
Stop()

<<use>>

<<interface>>
StateNotification

Top()
Bottom()

<<interface>>
StateNotification

Top()
Bottom()

<<interface>>
SluiceOperations

Clock()
Anti()
On()
Off()

<<interface>>
SluiceOperations

Clock()
Anti()
On()
Off()

<<use>>

<<use>>

 

Fig. 4. Sluice gate control: component diagram 

The sluice control problem is represented according to our proposal by the class dia-
gram reported in Fig. 4 and by the component diagram reported in Fig. 5. Note that 
for the sake of clarity, instead of using the “lollypop” notation, in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 we 
described the interfaces explicitly, reporting the operations that can be invoked 
through every interface. It can be noticed that the diagrams incorporate a few choices 
that improve the clarity of the representation: 

− The Gate&Motor domain is decomposed into the Gate and Motor subdomains. 
− The events from the Gate&Motor are divided into two sets. The messages con-

cerning the state of the gate are emitted by the Gate subdomain, while those con-
cerning the control of the motor are delivered to the Motor subdomain. 

− The Gate and Motor subdomains are connected via the GateMotor interface, in 
order to represent the effect of the motor on the gate. 

The behavior of the controlled domain can be described by the OTL statements re-
ported below. Note that for space reasons we do not give the complete specification, 
but only a subset that is representative of the capabilities of the proposed approach.  

The specifications reported below apply only when the gate and motor are working 
correctly. If it were required to handle failures, then the combined behavior of the two 
subdomains would be modeled differently. 

− The motor is on, if and only iff an On command arrived, and since then no Off 
command arrived: 
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Fig. 5. Sluice gate control: white-box view of the Gate&Motor component 

context Gate&Motor inv: 
SluiceMotor.IsOn = Since(not SluiceOperations^Off, 
SluiceOperations^On) 

Since(p,q) states that q occurred in the past, and since then p is true. 
− The gate is still whenever it is neither opening nor closing: 

context SluiceGate inv: 
  self.IsStill= not(self.IsOpeneing or self.IsClosing) 

− When the motor is on and moving clockwise the gate is opening: 
context Gate&Motor inv: 
  (SluiceMotor.IsOn and SluiceMotor.ClockW) = 
   SluiceGate.IsOpening 

− When the motor is off the gate is still: 
context Gate&Motor inv: 
  SluiceMotor.IsOff = SluiceGate.IsStill 

− When the gate is opening and the position of the gate reaches the top, the Open 
notification is sent via StateNotification interface port within RT time units, 
RT being the allowed reaction time. 
 context Gate&Motor inv: 
 (SluiceGate.IsOpening and becomes(SluiceGate.position=top)) 
  = WithinF(StateNotification^Open, RT) 

The meaning of WithinF(p,d) is that p will hold within d time units after the 
evaluation time. 

− When the gate is opening the position increases at a constant speed (and similarly 
the position decreases when the gate is closing): 
context SluiceGate inv: 
 Lasted(self.IsOpening, D) = 
 self.position = self.position@(now-D) + D*speed  

The meaning of Lasted(p,d) is that p held for d time units in the past. 
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− When the gate is still the position is constant: 
context SluiceGate inv: 
 Lasted(self.IsStill,D)=(self.position=self.position@(now-D)) 

− The correspondence between operations of the interfaces and methods provided by 
classes or subcomponents can also be specified by means of OTL. For instance, the 
following statements specify that the Clock and On commands that reach the 
Gate&Motor domain are delegated to the SetClkWise and SwitchOn methods of 
SluiceMotor respectively.  
context Gate&Motor inv: 
  SluiceOperations^Clock = SluiceMotor^SetClkWise 
context Gate&Motor inv: 
  SluiceOperations^On = SluiceMotor^SwitchOn 

Note that by the Element^Message notation we denote both the events of sending 
and receiving a message. 

− Additional trivial statements –not reported here– are needed to enumerate the pos-
sible states for the gate and motor, to enforce mutual exclusion of states, to specify  
the initial states of the gate and motor, etc. 

It is interesting to note that the behavior of the combination of the given subdomains 
was modeled quite naturally by establishing correspondences between the states of the 
gate and the motor, since the gate is affected by the state of the motor (e.g., when the 
motor is on clockwise the gate is opening). Otherwise, modeling the behavior of the 
gate in terms of the events that are directed to the motor would not have been as easy, 
since the gate is not directly affected by the signals that are sent to the motor. In these 
situations, the availability of OTL eases the description of the continuous behavior of 
a domain. Specifying that a domain continuously affects another domain would be 
very hard using only statecharts. 

The behavior of the Operator is not specified, i.e., he/she could generate any se-
quence of commands. It is the job of the sluice controller to guarantee a reasonable 
behavior for any possible sequence of commands. Here we assume that the require-
ments for the sluice gate controller are quite simple: 

− The Raise and Lower commands from the operator are simply transformed by the 
machine in pairs of commands (<ClockWise, On> and <AnticlockWise, On> 
respectively), which are sent to the Motor, unless the Gate is not already Open or 
Shut, respectively. This behavior is modeled (for the Raise command) by the fol-
lowing OTL code, where MD is the time taken by the motor to react to commands, 
and ST is a very short time. 
context Operator inv: 
 (Command^Raise and not SluiceGate.position=Top) = 
 (SluiceOperations^Clock and SluiceOperations^On) 
context Gate&Motor inv: 
 (SluiceMotor^SwitchOn and 
  WithinP(SluiceMotor^SetClkWise, ST) or 
  SluiceMotor^SetClkWise and 
  WithinP(SluiceMotor^SwitchOn, ST)) 
 and not WithinP(SluiceMotor^SetAntiClkWise, ST) 
 and not WithinP(SluiceMotor^SwitchOff, ST))  
 implies WithinF(SluiceMotor.IsOn and SluiceMotor.ClockW,MD) 
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Note that last statement takes into consideration the possibility that SwitchOn  and   
SetClkWise do not arrive at the same time, but (quite realistically) separated by a 
small interval (≤ ST). The statement specifies that if the On and SetClkWise com-
mands arrive (in any order) in a time interval ST and no counter order arrives in the 
same interval, then the motor will be on in clockwise direction within MD time 
units. 

− The Top and Bottom notifications from the gate, as well as the Stop command 
from the operator are transformed by the machine into the command Off, in order 
to stop the Motor. 
context SluiceController inv: 
 (Command^Stop or StateNotification^Bottom or  
  StateNotification^Top) = SluiceOperations^Off 
context Gate&Motor inv: 
  SluiceOperations^Off = SluiceMotor^SwitchOff 

As already mentioned, we could express more complex requirements. For instance, 
the controller, instead of just “translating” the commands from the operator, as speci-
fied above, could ignore any command that is not separated from the previous one by 
a minimum interval D. This requirement for command Raise can be expressed as 
follows: 

context Operator inv: 
 let AnyOpCommand: OclMessage = 
    (Command^Raise or Command^Lower or Command^Stop) in 
 (Command^Raise and not SluiceGate.position>=Top and 
  not WithinP(D, AnyOpCommand) = 
 (SluiceOperations^Clock and SluiceOperations^On) 

3   Other Issues 

In order to further test the applicability of the approach, in this section we consider 
two of the concerns described in [1]. The concerns are illustrated by means of the 
same examples reported in [1]. 

3.1   The Reliability Concern 

Several real-life problems can be more easily understood and described if they are 
decomposed into subproblems. For example, it is often advisable to deal with the 
reliability concern in a separate subproblem. Subproblems are best identified as pro-
jections of the original problems, i.e., they are obtained by considering the subsets of 
elements and phenomena that are relevant to the subproblem [1]. 

Reliability is one of the most common subproblems, since often it is necessary to 
describe the main problem, and then to take into account reliability issues. In the case 
of the sluice gate controller, it is quite clear that the specifications given in Section 2.2 
apply only when the gate and motor work correctly. However, in general it would be 
desirable that the sluice gate controller guarantees a reasonable behavior of the motor 
and gate system even in presence of failures. For instance, if debris are jammed in the 
gate, preventing it from closing, or if a sensor sticks on or off, the controller should 
not insist in trying to close the gate.  
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A way to tackle the problem –proposed in [1]– consists in observing the system, in 
order to provide the operator with a stop warning whenever there is the perception 
that something is going wrong. This “auditing” subproblem is described in Fig. 6, 
where the auditing machine is in charge of monitoring the system, represented by the 
Gate&motor+Controller domain, which includes both the controlling machine 
(the Sluice controller of Fig. 1) and the controlled domain (the Gate&motor of 
Fig. 1). The Audit machine receives all the relevant events generated by the union 
of the Gate&motor and the Sluice controller and reacts sending a Stop warn-
ing to the safety operator when appropriate. The Safety operator (who may be the 
same person as the Sluice operator) is a biddable domain: he/she should be in-
structed to issue a Stop command whenever a Stop warning is received. 

 

Gate&Contr
auditing

Audit
machine

Safety
operator

Gate&motor
+ Controller

d: AM!{Stop}               e: GC!{ClockW, Anti, On, Off, Top, Bottom}  

Fig. 6. Sluice gate controller: auditing reliability 

Fig. 6 is a projection of the whole sluice gate control problem, and it is an informa-
tion display frame. It is therefore interesting to analyse if the UML-based representa-
tion of PFs can manage the representation of a projection of the problem, in the form 
of an information display frame. It is also interesting to consider how the two result-
ing sets of UML diagrams can be composed. 

The required projection of the system is represented in Fig. 7. The collaboration 
diagram of Fig. 7 is a rather straightforward representation of Fig. 6. The Alarm inter-
face between the AuditMachine and the SafetyOperator consists just of the 
warning issued by the machine, to which the operator should react by means of a 
Stop command. Between the AuditMachine and the Gate&Motor&Controller 
the Command&State interface notifies the AuditMachine of the ClockW, Anti, On, 
Off commands and Top and Bottom states, so that the machine can detect abnormal 
behaviors of the gate and motor in reaction to commands. The refinement of the dia-
gram reported in Fig. 7 is omitted for simplicity. 

 

<<component::CausalDomain>>
Gate&Motor&Controller

<<component::machine>>
AuditMachine

<<component::BiddableDomain>>
SafetyOperator

Alarm

Operation&State

 

Fig. 7. Sluice gate auditing: component diagram 
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The requirements for the auditing system can vary widely, depending on the fail-
ures considered. Here we consider a failure detection technique based on the assump-
tion that a failure occurs when the gate fails to react to a command in a given interval. 

For instance, the following OTL statement specifies the detection of a failure con-
cerning the lowering of the gate. If the condition for starting lowering the gate (i.e., 
the motor received the <AnticlockWise,On> commands) was verified D time units 
ago, and D is big enough to allow the completion of the operation (CT being the ex-
pected completion time and MD the motor reaction time), and no counter-order was 
received, and the gate sensor did not notify the completion of the operation (Bottom 
signal) then a StopWarning will be issued within one time unit. In the following 
OTL statement the interface names reported in Fig. 8 are used. 
context AuditMachine inv: 
  (Operation^On and Operation^Anticlockwise)@now-D 
  and not WithinP((Operation^Clockwise or Operation^Off),D) 
  and D >= CT+MD and not WithinP(State^Bottom, D) 
 implies WithinF(Alarm^StopWarning, 1) 

The OTL specifications should be carefully studied in order to compose correctly. For 
instance, the statement above says that under some conditions the stop warning is 
issued, but it does not exclude that the stop warning is issued under other circum-
stances too, or even for no reason at all. The latter case should of course be excluded. 

 

<<component::CausalDomain>>
Gate&Motor

<<component::machine>>
AuditMachine

<<component::BiddableDomain>>
Sluice&SafetyOperator

Alarm

Operation

Command

State

<<component::machine>>
SluiceController

 

Fig. 8. Sluice gate auditing: component diagram with the Gate&Motor&Controller domain 
decomposed into its subdomains 

 

<<component::CausalDomain>>
Gate&Motor

<<component::machine>>
SluiceController&Monitor

<<component::BiddableDomain>>
Sluice&SafetyOperator

Alarm

Operation

Command

State

 

Fig. 9. Sluice gate control and auditing: the composite component diagram 
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Fig. 8 represents the same diagram as Fig. 7, but with the Gate&Motor&Con-
troller domain explicitly decomposed into its sub-components, which belong to the 
“main” PF reported in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. It is now possible to note that the diagram in 
Fig. 8 includes two machines that share the same input and output signals: this sug-
gests that the two machines can actually be merged into a single one, as is normal 
(and actually required in PF diagrams). The composition of the two subproblems 
concerning the sluice gate is reported in Fig. 9: this is the complete system that takes 
into account both functional and reliability requirements. 

3.2   The Identity Concern 

An identity concern arises when the machine has an interface of shared phenomena 
with individuals in a multiplex domain. A multiplex domain consists of multiple in-
stances of a class that are not connected into any structure that identifies them, and 
that do not identify themselves [1]. 

This concern exists in the following problem. A patient monitoring program is re-
quired in a hospital. Each patient is monitored by an analog device which measures 
factors such as pulse, temperature, blood pressure, and skin resistance. The program 
reads these factors on a periodic basis (specified for each patient) and stores the fac-
tors in a database. For each patient, safe ranges for each factor are also specified by 
medical staff. If a factor falls outside a patient’s safe range, or if an analog device 
fails, the nurses’ station is notified. A simplified version of the problem diagram for 
the system is reported in Fig. 10. 

 Monitor
patients

b

a

e

c

c: Notify
d: RegisterValue

a: Period, Range, PatientName
b: EnterPeriod, EnterRange, EnterPatientName

Monitor
machine

Nurses’
station

Periods &
ranges

Medical
staff

Analog
devices

ICU
patients

a

c

d

f

e: FactorEvidence
f: VitalFactor, Patient 

Fig. 10. Patient monitoring: partial problem diagram 

Here the identity concern stems from the fact that periods and ranges are associated 
with patients’ names, while the machine gets values that are referred to the devices 
(more precisely, the device and the machine share the value of a register, accessed at a 
machine port or storage address). It is therefore necessary to associate each patient 
name with the correct set of devices. This is done via an identities model domain. 

The creation and maintenance of the identities model is a separate subproblem 
from its use. Such subproblem can be modeled as the workpieces PF reported in Fig. 
11, where the modeled reality is explicitly represented. 
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ID model
ICU etc.

ID model
builder

ID model

Paramedic ICU patients, 
devices, etc.  

Fig. 11. Identities model creation: problem diagram 

For space reasons we do not report here the whole UML model of the patient 
monitoring system. Instead, we illustrate the parts that are more relevant with respect 
to the identities concern. Fig. 12 reports the collaboration diagram of the identity 
modeling subproblem. Fig. 13 reports a simplified version of the class diagram of the 
patient monitoring system: it is possible to see that the IDmodel component includes 
a set of Mapping instances, each one representing a triple <Patient, Device, 
Register>. 

<<component::machine>>
ModelBuilderMachine

<<component::DesignedDomain>>
IDmodel

<<component::BiddableDomain>>
Paramedic

<<component::Domain>>
Patient

<<component::CausalDomain>>
Device

<<component::CausalDomain>>
Register

<<component::machine>>
MonitoringMachine

<<component>>
PatientMonitoring

<<delegate>>

 

Fig. 12. Identities model collaboration diagram 

 
Mapping

1 1 1

Patient
<< Component >>

Name

<< Component >>

DeviceID
Type

Device

0..*

Register
<< Component >>

PortID

IDmodel
<< Component>>

 

Fig. 13. Identities model: partial class diagram 

Because of the simplification of the diagrams above we cannot write syntactically 
accurate OTL statements. Nevertheless it is easy to see that with OTL we could spec-
ify rules like the following: “whenever a patient P is attached to a device D which is 
connected to the machine M via register R, the IDmodel must contain a mapping in-
stance associated with P, D and R, and Rates&Values for P must be available”. 

Once again, the approach based on the usage of UML and OTL proves adequate to 
model the considered concern in a quite straightforward way. 
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4   Related Work 

Problem frames have attracted a lot of attention from the researchers. As a result, a 
relevant amount of work has been done, addressing several aspects of problem 
frames. A first class of contributions concerns the formalization of problem frames. 
An early attempt to formally characterize the concepts of problem frames can be 
found in [12]. In [13] some problem frames are formally specified in the CASL and 
CASL-LTL specification languages. 

A more recent work [14] provides a framework for understanding Problem Frames 
by locating them within the reference model for requirements engineering [15]. The 
semantics of problem diagrams is given in terms of “challenges”. The semantics sup-
ports the textual representation of the diagrams in which Problem Frames capture 
problems and their relationship to solutions. This work could provide the basis for 
building graphical tools supporting requirement modeling through Problem Frames. 

Since the development process often involves iterative, incremental definition of 
the problem and solution structures, the need arises to consider architectural struc-
tures, services and artifacts as part of the problem domain. Problem frames were ex-
tended in this direction, thus permitting an architecture-based approach to software 
development [2]. 

A second class of research work considers the usage of PF concepts in conjunction 
with UML. Konrad and Cheng [11] present a template to describe requirements pat-
terns for embedded systems. Their approach puts together UML and problem frames, 
without actually merging them properly: they use the PFs to explain the patterns, 
while UML (class, use case and sequence diagrams) is exploited to illustrate the pat-
tern definition. 

Choppy and Reggio proposed UML-based modeling of problem frames [8]. They 
use plain UML to model the problem domain and the requirements: classes represent 
domains, while shared phenomena are modeled by means of interfaces. The behavior 
of the controlled domain is modeled by means of state diagrams and OCL. Require-
ments are expressed by means of use case diagrams, which are detailed by means of 
use case descriptions, including statecharts. The modeling approach proposed in [8] is 
adherent to the UML standard, but is less flexible then ours: because of the limitations 
of OCL –namely, there is no explicit notion of time– statecharts have to be employed 
quite extensively. This means that an operational style is enforced, and cases can arise 
that are difficult to model. The proposal by Choppy and Reggio is actually oriented to 
the definition of a method for guiding the design phase on the basis of the UML 
model of the problem frame. For this purpose they provide a family of patterns for the 
machine design, each presented by a schematic UML model. 

5   Conclusions 

The goal of the work described in this paper was to experiment with UML-oriented 
ways of representing problems frames, so that PF-based requirements engineering 
practices can be effectively integrated into the UML development process.  

We showed that problem frames can be actually described by means of UML dia-
grams complemented with declarative specifications exploiting the OTL language. 
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A first evaluation of the proposed notation performed on the basis of the examples 
described in Sections 2 and 3, as well as on additional examples not reported here for 
space reasons, lets us report the following observations: 

− We found no feature of a problem domain, shared phenomenon, behavior specifi-
cation, etc. that could not be expressed in the proposed UML-based notation. The 
UML-based notation can be used to document the requirements and specification 
for an information problem as done with Kovitz’s checklists [7]. However, the 
UML-based notation seems to be more expressive, and to enable a more natural 
and readable style. For instance, in the sluice control system it is quite natural to 
represent separately the motor and the gate, to describe the motor in terms of a 
class with its own properties (attributes and methods), and to map methods onto in-
terface operations, thus contributing to explain the structure and behavior of the 
controlled domain. 

− The UML-based notation can be supported by tools. UML 2.0 compliant tools are 
currently being released, which support the features of UML that are relevant for 
our approach. Unfortunately there is no tool support for OTL, however, consider-
ing that OTL requires only a small enhancement of the OCL metamodel, it is pos-
sible that in the future some OCL tool will be extended to support OTL. 

− The UML-based notation favors traceability. With our approach the notation used 
to describe the problem domain and the requirements is the same used to describe 
the design. This homogeneity makes it easier to establish/recognize dependency re-
lations, since most relations link elements of the same nature (components, classes, 
attributes, states, etc.) in requirements and in design. Moreover, several tools for 
requirements management can import UML models, thus permitting to establish 
and maintain traceability relationships. 

− Describing the requirements with UML makes it possible to define UML-based 
techniques that guide the transition from the requirements modeling phase to the 
design phase. An initial experimentation with such technique is reported in [8].   

We consider the benefits listed above sufficiently relevant to make the proposed ap-
proach appealing in several circumstances. The work presented here can be regarded 
as a first step towards the definition of a methodology to employ problem frames in a 
UML-based development process. 
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